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16 Lincoln’s Inn Fields London WC2A 3ED 

tel: 0845 313 8449 

email: info@thefundingnetwork.org.uk 

website: www.thefundingnetwork.org.uk 

  

Report back to The Funding Network 
 

1. Name of your organisation and date funded by TFN:  
Cork Life Centre April 2015 

 
 

2. What was the project you sought funding for from TFN?  
What are its aims and objectives? Have these changed since receiving TFN funding?  
 
We sought funding from The Funding Network to support the running of some our practical 
subject programmes and curricula within the centre. Specifically Home Economics, Art and 
Woodwork in terms of costs of materials and projects as well as some related outings and 
visits.  These aims and objectives have not changed since the TFN Event-what these vital 
programmes continue to allow us to do is to re-engage young people with the educational 
process following difficult school experiences or protracted absences from school.  Over and 
above this there is a definite therapeutic aspect to engaging in creative and artistic processes 
for young people. One of the most important facets of our work is to give young people a voice 
and empower them to use it-this often comes to the fore in terms of practical and artistic 
endeavours.  

 
 

3. Were you able to do this work as you described it in your application and presentation?  
Yes 

       The evidence of the success of this work is the engagement and retention of students and 
Junior and Leaving Cert level, students completion of state examinations in these subjects at Junior 
and Leaving Cert level. Softer but perhaps more tangible potentially are the therapeutic value and 
personal benefits of young people engaging with artistic and creative endeavours. An example of 
this includes a student/staff art exhibition which was hugely significant for a number of students in 
terms of showcasing their work and having it showcased by a wider audience.  
 

4. If you were not able, please explain what happened and why? 
Can you quantify any changes? Eg …expanding number of employees, number of projects, 
geographical scope.  
 
Not Applicable 
 

 
5. Can you measure, assess or describe the change that happened as a result of this work?  
What actual change did the funded project generate? What proportion of the project/work did 
TFN fund?  
 
The TFN fund covered programme costs as presented in our pitch. Due to the success of the 
night we were fortunate enough to be able to fund other costs and activities also. 
 
The change the project generated can be seen in outcomes such as the above academic 
outcomes as well as outreach into the community with projects  such as art exhibition, dragon 
of Shandon parade, make a book exhibition and other extra-curricular endeavours that are tied 
into the practical subject areas that were funded. A significant part of the aims and objectives 
for students accessing our services are in terms of social and interpersonal development and 
engaging positively with their communities, therefore projects like this outside of the demands 
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of the curriculum are a vital part of the work.  In terms of students undertaking examinations 
in the practical subject areas-In June 2016 9 Junior Cert Students and 9 Leaving Cert students 
sat and passed their examinations. The majority of these students would have undertaken 
exams in the three funded programme areas-Art, Home Economics, Woodwork/Construction 
Studies.   

 
6. As a result of presenting at TFN, did you experience any of the following;  
The networking opportunities provided by involvement in the TFN event would be difficult to 
overstate. It resulted in positive exposure for our organisation in terms of the publicity 
involved. The relationships we built with the fellow organisations who pitched at the crowd-
funding event have also been very beneficial and allowed us to make further links in the 
business community locally. In terms of individual donors we have since the event  been lucky 
enough to have significant work, projects and employment funded by one of the donors who 
was in the room on the night of the crowdfunding. This has been facilitated also by the good 
offices of another philanthropic organisation.  

 
7. Could you give us an estimate of how many people have been reached by the TFN funded 

project/work and by how much? 
As already outlined above there were 18 exam students who benefited from the programmes 
during the academic year 2015/2016. Further to this all students attending the centre during 
this timeline will have benefited also from accessing the programmes funded-47 students for 
the 2015/2016 academic year.  

 
8. Can you tell us any personal stories to highlight the value of funding from TFN?  

 
One such story is that of a young person who through her engagement with art in the Cork 
Life Centre was able to open up a dialogue very tangibly into her own world and lived 
experiences. During the year that our art programme was funded by TFN she not only 
created a number of paintings and art pieces that were auctioned as part of our Christmas 
Craft Fair but she also contributed a large installation piece representing her lived space or 
bedroom with a whole series of drawings, paintings and artwork displayed on her 
‘bedroom walls’ Amongst many issues this young person had faced in school was that she 
was not allowed to study both music and art simultaneously in spite of having a talent for 
both. At the Cork Life Centre under the guidance of our art teachers her talent grew and 
flourished culminating in her entering a local college to study art following her Leaving 
Certificate.  

 
 

9. Since presenting at TFN, has your organisation undergone any significant change(s) which 
our donors would be interested to know about (these changes do not need to be related to 
the experience of presenting at TFN).  

 
Since presenting at the TFN while we continue as an organisation to struggle financially in terms of 
ensuring our longevity we have had success in gaining further support both from a philanthropic 
standpoint as well as from other local agencies. As an organisation we can be somewhat more 
confident about the future albeit that we are still in negotiations to have the government increase 
funding at least at a match level with philanthropy in order to make our project and work 
sustainable into the future. We have since our involvement with TFN been fortunate enough to 
secure funding from a donor which has allowed us to develop very significantly our counselling and 
therapy services, to employ a teacher part-time and to secure or our own trainers in a programme 
which is very significant to our work-ASIST. It is clear to us that some of these events are both 
directly and indirectly related to the opportunity we were afforded to work with TFN, Philanthropy 
Ireland and to pitch and the crowd-funding event in Cork.  
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10. Do you have any other comments regarding TFN funding?  
We would report that the benefits in terms of funding while extremely welcome for a small 
voluntary organisation working under difficult financial circumstances were just part of what 
was so positive about the experience for our organisation. The relationships and links we built, 
the wonderful guidance and workshops that took place around pitching for our organisation 
have placed us in a much better position in terms of presenting our needs, applying and 
accessing funding then we were prior to this experience. It was a very unique, challenging yet 
extremely rewarding experience where we learned so much and grew in confidence as an 
organisation.  

 
11. Can you please include any relevant photos or clips that may relate to the project.  

 

 
 
Plaque created by Leaving Cert students to thank staff and commemorate their time 
in the centre. Life Centre red door print created by students also. These were placed 
together with the candle which is light throughout the exam period in the centre. 
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Awards Night 2016-at this event we celebrate our students achievements academic, 
social and personal. Awards for artistic achievements feature heavily in the prizes. 
We also have a Woodworker and a Baker of the year for those displaying talents in 
the areas of woodwork and home economics. 
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Students Boatbuilding Project with Local project Meitheal Mara-our young people 
have put their woodworking skills to great use building their own Naomhog and 
rowing it in the Ocean to City Race 
 

 
 
Students created portraits of the 1916 Proclamation Signatories as part of 
commemorations of 1916 
 

 
 
Further funding opportunities for centre facilitated by building connections and networks 
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Students at work in our busy kitchen 
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Students at work in our Art Room 
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Students at the Make a Book Exhibition 
 
 


